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Turns out Team Science is a THING!
Bring On... Team Science Network

Objectives

- increase quality and quantity of research outputs & impact
- improve diversity & inclusion in research
- create frameworks that reward & recognise contributions of non-traditional roles


#teamsbuilddreams
@teamsbuild

Training & Development
Proliferation & Dissemination
Sponsorship
Critical Mass
i. Sponsorship (*advocacy, sponsorship, culture change*)

*Use relationships with influencers and agents of change to champion the creation of a TS network, embed principles within research; advocate for operational & policy change to support a TS model.*
ii. Proliferate & Disseminate

Utilizing existing and new networks to raise TS profile, acceptance and adoption.
iii. Train and Develop

Create evidence-based, innovative opportunities to support new ways of working & develop TS specialists
iv. Critical mass

Creating an empowered, credible team, with the theoretical and applied knowledge to lead the organization to TS adoption at scale.
After a train, two flights and a taxi...

- Build the Teams Build Dreams movement
- SciTS 2019 learnings plans
- Create partnerships

Teams Build Dreams! Join the movement

@teamsbuild

#teamsbuilddreams
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